The AVTEQ Elite is a comprehensive and modular solution to furnish both videoconferencing and telepresence environments.

**ELT-2000L**
**AVTEQ Elite Technology Stand**

**DIMENSIONS:**
- Load Capacity: 400 lbs
- EXTERIOR
  - Height - 58 1/2”
  - Width - 43”
  - Depth - 12”
- INTERIOR
  - Rack Width - 19”
  - Rack Units - 10RU
  - Rack Depth - 14”

**The most FEATURES on the market:**
- ELT-2000L supports dual displays up to 70”*
- Standard 19” vertical rack mount bracket with 10RU of space
- Slide out compartment with 20” of rack depth for easy equipment storage
- M-Audio® Speaker module**
- Tempered black glossy glass door
- Integrated adjustable v/c camera shelf
- 43” footprint provides enhanced stability for large dual monitor applications
- Multiple camera mounting positions
- Universal screen mount system
- Cable management features
- 6 port surge protector
- Sleek, contemporary design
- Built in remote control tray
- 100% Solid steel construction

**Choose your OPTIONS:**
- 6 port surge protector (RCK-PWR)

*For applications with displays 70” and larger, please contact your AVTEQ representative
**Not intended for international use
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Available for immediate shipping